Farthinghoe Primary School Long Term Curriculum Map Music
Class

Yr 5/6

Year

Autumn 1

Autumn 2

Spring 1

Spring 2

Summer 1

Summer 2

2017-2018
YEAR A
2021-2022

Local
History/Geography

Local
History/Geography

Frozen Worlds

Frozen Worlds

Past events

Past events

World War 2 in Europe
(UKS2)

Battle of Britain

Ice Journey
Comparing people and
Places Block A and F

Ice Journey
Comparing people and
Places Block A and F

Earliest Civilisations
Beyond the Great Wall

Earliest Civilisations
Beyond the Great Wall

Learn about the Second
World War in Europe and
why the Battle of Britain
was such a significant
turning point in British
History. Learn about the
timeline of events such as
the outbreak of the war,
the Battle of Britain, the
heroic rescue at Dunkirk,
the Blitz, the D-Day
landings, the liberation of
the concentration camps
and the celebrations of VE
Day.

Research the lives of the
ordinary people who
faced the Blitz and had to
deal with rationing and
evacuation. Learn about
the inspiring stories and
achievements of
significant people such as
Anne Frank and Winston
Churchill.

Compare disparate
peoples and places in the
UK, Europe, North
America. Look at our own
area and discover the
similarities and
differences between
where you live and these
other cold areas of the
world.

Who was Ernest
Shackleton? Create
models of mountains
using technology to show
the design processes used
in this locations.

The Shang Dynasty of
Ancient China. Discover
key information about
the formation of the
Shang Dynasty and the
kings who ruled it.

2017-2018
YEAR A
2021-2022
Title

Central Idea

Learn all about everyday
life, the music, cities and
settlements, and the
process of worship in
this early civilisation.
The importance of
warfare, advanced
technology, and the
development of writing.

Lines of
Enquiry/Subject
Focus

Music: music during the
1940’s
Exploring the popular
music during the 1940’s
Looking at the formation
of big bands and swing
Explore how and why
music was important
during the war
Singing in 3 part harmony
Introducing knowledge of
chords and harmony
Playing simple parts of a
big band piece of music In
the Mood
Teacher outcomes
Explore the features of
the music popular in the
1940s
Explore how music was
used during the war and
why it was important to
people
Learn skills in recognising
and forming chords
Learn skills in singing
harmony
Develop instrument
specific and ensemble
skills to play simple parts
form memory/notation
from In the Mood
Children will
Use musical vocabulary to
describe the features of
popular music in the
1940s
Describe and explain how
and why music was
important during WW2
Sing an exert of an
Andrews sisters song in 3
part harmony

Music: music and moviesFrozen
Music
Music: Christmas
Explore musical devices,
Sing Christmas songs written Music: Frozen music
elements and structures
Use musical vocabulary to
during, or about the war, in
and how they are used to
evaluate how music can
tune with expression
compose music for filmsDescribe, compare and
be expressively used to
specifically looking at
evaluate Christmas music
represent ice, snow and
Frozen
before and after the war using
frozen landscapes.
an appropriate musical
Develop skills in
Explore the use of graphic
vocabulary.
performing to sing and
scores.
Recognise how the musical
perform with expression,
elements are used to represent Compose music to
following expression
different times, places and
represent icy landscapes.
markings and recognising
types of audience.
Teacher Outcomes
Suggest improvements to
the mood of the music.
Use musical vocabulary to
their own and others work,
This will be done through
describe, evaluate and
commenting on how
2 Frozen songs.
intentions have been
compare music which
Using a storyboard pupils
achieved.
expressively represents an
will compose in small
Perform simple patterns and
icy landscape.
accompaniments keeping to a
groups to represent these
Develop knowledge of
steady pulse, and with
scenes.
texture and structure in
awareness of how different
Teacher outcomes
parts fit together.
music.
Use musical vocabulary to
Teaching Outcomes:
Develop composition skills
describe, evaluate, and
Learn to sing 3 contrasting
to improvise and develop
compare music from
Christmas songs. Use
ideas within a structure to
films- specifically frozen.
instruments to play simple
represent an icy
accompaniments, exploring
Sing and perform with
landscape.
how parts fit together.
expression and with
Children will:
Compare and evaluate the
awareness of how their
Learn about musical
use of musical elements and
own part contributes to
how they represent the war
elements and use them to
the overall outcome.
Children will:
analyse a variety of icy
Develop compositional
Sing 3 contrasting Christmas
music.
skills to develop melodic
songs. Play at least one
Discuss and evaluate the
ideas expressively within a
accompaniment part on an
use of texture and
instrument, which will
structure.
require understanding of how structure in icy music and Children will
use this to develop
arts fit together.
Describe, evaluate and
compositions.
Provide contrasting
compare music from
evaluations on how the
Compose short repetitive
different films,
musical elements have been
ideas, which can be
commenting on musical
used to represent how
developed within a
devices and structures.
people felt during the war in
structure to represent an
Sing and perform 2 songs
3 Christmas songs.
icy landscape.
in tune, in time, with
accuracy and expression.

Music and dance: Preparing a musical theatre
performance
To learn about musical theatre/music and
entertainment in earliest civilisation.
To understand how music and movement can be
combined expressively.
Use voices creatively and expressively to perform a
part in a musical about past events with accurate,
timing, rhythm, pitch and expression.
To develop flexibility, strength, technique, control and
balance.
To perform dance using a range of movement
patterns.
Teaching Outcomes:
Learn how music and movement can be combined
expressively.
Develop singing skills
Develop physical and dance skills using a range of
patterns.
Explore how musical performance and theatre have been
used in the earliest civilisations.
Children will:
Combine music and movement expressively
Sing 3 songs in time, in tune, and with expression
Dance with music using a range of patterns.
Explain how British engineering has shaped musical
theatre from victorian times to today.
Perform a part in musical theatre production at the end
of term.

Play a part of ‘In the
Mood’

Compose simple ideas
which can repeat and
develop within a structure
to represent scenes and
characters.

British Values

Immersion
Activities

To identify with different
people and their
times/cultures
To develop a sense of
community and
togetherness.

To explore how a
traditional holiday has
To identify with different
been creatively celebrated
people and their cultures.
in Britain and in other
cultures.

To identify with different
people and their cultures

Become curators of a
Churchill exhibition!
Develop an understanding
of who Churchill was and
his significance as a
leader.

Consider the Paris Peace
Treaties of 1947 and make
a peace dove as part of a
class reflection. Plan a
street party in the style of
those that took place on
VE day.

Presentations to parents,
visit to a cable car.

The environment - frozen
world display and clues in
ice blocks

To use ensemble work
to develop a sense of
community and
togetherness.

A visit from the Fire
Brigade.

Drama- a short play to
conclude the topic.

Farthinghoe Primary School Long Term Curriculum Map Design Technology
Class

Yr 3/4

Year

Autumn 1

Autumn 2

Spring 1

Spring 2

Summer 1

Summer 2

2017-2018
YEAR A
2021-2022

Local
History/Geography

Local
History/Geography

Frozen Worlds

Frozen Worlds

Past events

Past events

World War 2 in Europe
(UKS2)

Battle of Britain

Ice Journey
Comparing people and
Places Block A and F

Ice Journey
Comparing people and
Places Block A and F

Earliest Civilisations
Beyond the Great Wall

Earliest Civilisations
Beyond the Great Wall

2017-2018
YEAR A
2021-2022
Title

Central Idea

Learn about the Second
World War in Europe and
why the Battle of Britain
was such a significant
turning point in British
History. Learn about the
timeline of events such as
the outbreak of the war,
the Battle of Britain, the
heroic rescue at Dunkirk,
the Blitz, the D-Day
landings, the liberation of
the concentration camps
and the celebrations of VE
Day.

Research the lives of the
ordinary people who
faced the Blitz and had to
deal with rationing and
evacuation. Learn about
the inspiring stories and
achievements of
significant people such as
Anne Frank and Winston
Churchill.

Compare disparate
peoples and places in the
UK, Europe, North
America. Look at our own
area and discover the
similarities and
differences between
where you live and these
other cold areas of the
world.

Who was Ernest
Shackleton? Create
models of mountains
using technology to show
the design processes used
in this locations.

The Shang Dynasty of
Ancient China. Discover
key information about
the formation of the
Shang Dynasty and the
kings who ruled it.

Learn all about everyday
life, the music, cities and
settlements, and the
process of worship in
this early civilisation.
The importance of
warfare, advanced
technology, and the
development of writing.

Lines of
Enquiry/Subject
Focus

Music and Metre in the
1940s
Use music from WW2 to
explore different metres in
music.
Combining different
instrumental parts in
different metres
Look at the role of bell
ringing and signals during the
war.
Learn to sing and play a part
from Carillion
Use marching and other
actions to identify a beat in
Movement. Extend to learn
simple marching dance steps
to explore metre and pulse.
Use movement to explore
pitch placement on a stave.
Perform from rhythmic
notation and layer parts.
Teaching outcomes
Explore what a pulse is and
different types of metres
Learn how to play parts in
different metres
Explore the roll of signals and
bell ringing during the war
Identify a pulse, metre and
pitch when listening to music
through movement.
Perform simple parts from
notation with awareness of
how their own part
contributes to the piece.
Children will
Recognise and be able to
explain different types of
metres and outline a pulse
Perform rhythmic parts as
ensemble to layer parts in
different metres
Explain how signals and bells
were used during the war
Use marching and simple
step movements to move in
time with a piece of music.
Use hand movements to

Music: Christmas
Sing Christmas songs
written during, or about the
war, In tune with
expression
Describe, compare and
evaluate Christmas music
before and after the war using
an appropriate musical
vocabulary.
Recognise how the musical
elements represent different
times, places and types of
audience.
Suggest improvements to
their own and others work,
commenting on how
intentions have been
achieved.
Perform simple patterns and
accompaniments keeping to a
steady pulse, and with
awareness of how different
parts fit together.
Teaching Outcomes:
Learn to sing 3 contrasting
Christmas songs. Use
instruments to play simple
accompaniments, exploring
how parts fit together.
Compare and evaluate the
use of musical elements and
how they represent the war
Children will:
Sing 3 contrasting Christmas
songs. Play at least one
accompaniment part on an
instrument, which will
require understanding of how
arts fit together.
Provide contrasting
evaluations on how the
musical elements have been
used to represent how
people felt during the war in
3 Christmas songs.

Music: Ice, poems and
music
Use poems based on ice
and snow to explore
lyrics, syllables, rhythm
and expression
Use symbols to represent
expressive icy sounds
from our poems.
Use simple
accompaniments to play
instruments with a
performance of our
poems
Use call and response,
body rhythms, and
percussion instruments to
perform icy poems.
Teaching outcomes
Explain how syllables and
rhythm are combined
Learn how music
elements can be use and
combined expressively to
represent ice, snow, and
wind
Develop individual
instrument skills, and
ensemble skills perform
parts from notation and
memory to layer and
structure a group
performance
Children will
Explore how syllables and
rhythms are combined in
music
Describe and evaluate
how music elements can
be use and combined
expressively to represent
ice, snow, and wind
Perform simple parts from
memory and notation as

Music: explorers who
discovered other musical
cultures
Look at the explorers who
discovered other parts of the
world, compare Ernest
Shakelton to Portuguese
explorers and Marco Polo
who explored Indonesia and
the music there.
Learn about the cultural
aspects of Gamelan music
Explore how music is used
differently in different
cultures.
Develop knowledge of
melody, scale, pitch and
phrases
Play and compose pieces of
Gamelan music
Teaching outcomes
Describe and compare music
from different cultures
Learn about the importance
of exploring music from
different cultures and places.
Recognise pitch in listening
and by using symbols
Recognise and use musical
devices such as phrases,
scales, ostinatos and texture.
Compose melodic phrases
using musical devices such as
a scale.
Children will
Learn about music from
different cultures and
compare them during
listening
earn about the importance of
exploring music from
different cultures and places.
Identify movement in pitch
through listening and
performing pitched melodies
through playing simple
phrases from written music.

Music and dance: Preparing a musical theatre
performance
To understand how music and movement can be
combined expressively.
Use voices creatively and expressively to perform a
part in a musical with accurate, timing, rhythm, pitch
and expression.
To develop flexibility, strength, technique, control and
balance.
To perform dance using a range of movement
patterns.
To learn about musical theatre/music and
entertainment in earliest civilisation
Teaching Outcomes:
Learn how music and movement can be combined
expressively.
Develop singing skills
Develop physical and dance skills using a range of
patterns.
Explore how musical performance and theatre have been
used in the earliest civilisations.
Children will:
Combine music and movement expressively
Sing 3 songs in time, in tune, and with expression
Dance with music using a range of patterns.
Explain how British engineering has shaped musical
theatre from victorian times to today.
Perform a part in musical theatre production at the end
of term.

track the movement of pitch
in music. And notate a
melody.
Perform simple parts from
rhythmic notation as part of
a group performance.

part of a group
performance

Use their knowledge of
musical devices to compose
their own gamelan music.

British Values

Immersion
Activities

To identify with different
people and their
times/cultures
To develop a sense of
community and
togetherness.

Become curators of a
Churchill exhibition!
Develop an understanding
of who Churchill was and
his significance as a
leader.

To be aware of significant
personalities, events and
turning points in our
history.

Consider the Paris Peace
Treaties of 1947 and make
a peace dove as part of a
class reflection. Plan a
street party in the style of
those that took place on
VE day.

To identify with different
people and their cultures.

To identify with different
people and their cultures

The environment - frozen
world display and clues in
ice blocks

Presentations to parents,
visit to a cable car.

To use ensemble work
to develop a sense of
community and
togetherness.

A visit from the Fire
Brigade.

Drama- a short play to
conclude the topic.

Class

Yr 5/6

Year

Autumn 1

Autumn 2

Spring 1

Spring 2

Summer 1

Summer 2

2018-2019
YEAR B
2022-2023

Europe

Europe

People in the Past

People in the Past

Watery Worlds

Watery Worlds

Rainforests

Rainforests

Stone Age to Iron Age

Stone Age to Iron Age

Earth Matters

Earth Matters

To understand the Bronze
Age, the children find out
about tool making and
while making models,
they explore the religious
importance of
Stonehenge.

Key aspects of physical
Geography that children
need to understand and
describe in KS2. The
children gain a
thorough knowledge of
the water cycle, coasts
and rivers, mountains,
volcanoes, earthquakes,
climate zones and
biomes.

Study the water cycle
and the physical
geography of coasts and
coastal features. Learn
about coastal erosion
and the impact of the
sea on human activity.

2018-19
YEAR B
Title

Central Idea

This topic will introduce
children to rainforests
around the world. They
will learn what they are,
where they are, what
they contain and who
lives there.

Along the way they will
develop their skills by
creating reports, creating
their own rainforests, and
becoming David
Attenborough.

Archaeological skills and
vocabulary, help them to
create Ice Age art, as well
as through activities
researching and making
Stone Age homes.

Lines of
Enquiry/Subject
Focus

Music: changing
environment.
Use musical terminology
to explain how music can
represent an environment.
Show understanding of a
range of metres by being
able to identify the
downbeat and lead an
ensemble by conducting.
Use musical terminology
to explain how metre is
used to compose rhythms,
lyrics and ostinos.
Use voices creatively and
expressively to sing two
different songs with
accurate, timing, rhythm,
pitch and expression.
Play musical instruments
‘musically’ to accompany
a piece of music
Compose lyrics to fit with
a set metre/
Teaching outcomes
To look at our own
environment and how
nature impacted
people/animals in the past
and changed our present
then use this to compose
lyrics and sing a song
about our own
environment and
community. To sing a
song about a different
environment- rainforestdiscussing the contrast
and how to implement
appropriate and
contrasting expression.
Children will
Explore our own
environment and how
nature impacted
people/animals in the past
and our present. Use this to
compose and sing their own
lyrics to fit within a song
about Farthinghoe.
Sing the rainforest song
exploring the different type

Music: Christmas
Sing Christmas songs written
for different people in
different times/places,
including songs from
countries with rainforestscalypso/African/Gospel, In
tune with expression.
Recognise how the musical
elements represent different
times, places and types of
audience.
Describe, compare and
evaluate different kinds of
music using an appropriate
musical vocabulary.
Suggest improvements to
their own and others work,
commenting on how
intentions have been
achieved.
Perform simple patterns and
accompaniments keeping to a
steady pulse, and with
awareness of how different
parts fit together.
Teaching Outcomes:
Learn to sing 3 contrasting
Christmas songs. Use
instruments to play simple
accompaniments, exploring
how parts fit together.
Compare and evaluate the
use of musical elements and
how they are being used to
represent different
people/times/places.
Children will:
Sing 3 contrasting Christmas
songs. Play at least one
accompaniment part on an
instrument, which will
require understanding of
how arts fit together.
Provide contrasting
evaluations on how the
musical elements have been
used to represent different
people/time/places in 3
Christmas songs.

Music: Stone Age rhythms
Identify and explore how
musical elements are
combined and can be used
expressively to represent
different materials and stone
tools.
Use symbols and notation to
represent and play music.
Recognise and explore how
music can follow scene or
story form the stone sage.
Improvise melodic/rhythmic
phrases as part of a group
performance and compose
by developing ideas within
musical structures, to
achieve an intended effect to
represent specific tool.
Teaching outcomes
Learn how to use the
musical elements vocabulary
to describe, explain and
compare how music can be
used expressively to
represent different things or
follow a story.
Start learning notes in the
treble clef to write and play
music.
Explore composition by using
ostinato and structure to
make music to follow a stone
age story.
Children will
Describe, explain and
compare how the musical
elements are used to
represent different things.
Use the notes in the treble
clef to play from and write
music.
Use ostinato, development
and structure to compose
original music which
represents a Stone ages
story..

Music: recorders

Use stone age rhythms to add
pitch and create melody on an
instrument.

Music and dance: preparing for a musical review

To learn about musical theatre and how British
engineers made this form of creativity possible by
looking at early British musicals.
Use voices and dance creatively and expressively to
perform 3 different water based musical theatre
Learn the notes of the treble
songs with accurate, timing, rhythm, pitch and
clef and the corresponding
expression.
fingering for recorder.
To understand how music and movement can be
combined expressively.
Learn instrument specific skills
To develop flexibility, strength, technique, control
to play an instrument
and balance.
“musically”
To perform dance using a range of movement
patterns.
Perform significant parts from Exploring where musical theatre came from and
memory and from notation
discussing its journey from victorian times to present
with awareness of their own
day.
contribution to a piece of music Teaching Outcomes:
Learn how music and movement can be combined
Performing with expression.
expressively.
Develop singing skills
Develop physical and dance skills using a range of
Teaching outcomes
patterns.
Explore British musical theatre and how engineering has
Learn the notes (pitch and
shaped this from victorian times to today.
rhythm) of the treble clef and
Children will:
demonstrate understanding
Combine music and movement expressively
through accurate playing.
Sing 3 songs in time, in tune, and with expression
Dance with music using a range of patterns.
Development instrument
specific skills to play significant Explain how British engineering has shaped musical
theatre from victorian times to today.
parts from memory/notation
Perform 3 songs with dance for a musical review at the
with awareness of their own
end of term.
contribution to a piece of
music.
Learn to recognise written
expression markings.

Children will
Recognise the notes (pitch and
rhythm) of the treble clef and
demonstrate understanding
through accurate playing.
Show instrument specific skill
by play significant parts from
memory/notation with
awareness of their own

of environment and
discussing/implementing the
contrasting expression
needed here.

contribution to a piece of
music.

British Values

Immersion
Activities

Class

Yr 3/4

To explore how a
To explore their own
traditional holiday has
British environment and
been creatively
to identify with different
celebrated in Britain and
people and their cultures.
in other cultures.

Make our own
greenhouses.

Visit to The Living
Rainforest.
.

Using ensemble work to
develop a sense of
community and
togetherness.

To explore the history of
British creativity and
culture.

The Oxfordshire MuseumLearn how to be an
archaeologist

Iron Age Tribal meeting
to discuss the impending
invasion of the Roman
Army.

To be conversant with
British creativity and
culture. Using ensemble
work to develop a sense
of community and
togetherness.

To be conversant with
British creativity and
culture. Using ensemble
work to develop a sense
of community and
togetherness.

Investigations day water and bridges.

The TempestShakespeare

Year

Autumn 1

Autumn 2

Spring 1

Spring 2

Summer 1

Summer 2

2018-2019
YEAR B
2022-2023

Europe

Europe

People in the Past

People in the Past

Watery Worlds

Watery Worlds

Rainforests

Rainforests

Stone Age to Iron Age

Stone Age to Iron Age

Earth Matters

Earth Matters

To understand the Bronze
Age, the children find out
about tool making and
while making models,
they explore the religious
importance of
Stonehenge.

Key aspects of physical
Geography that children
need to understand and
describe in KS2. The
children gain a
thorough knowledge of
the water cycle, coasts
and rivers, mountains,
volcanoes, earthquakes,
climate zones and
biomes.

Study the water cycle
and the physical
geography of coasts and
coastal features. Learn
about coastal erosion
and the impact of the
sea on human activity.

2018-19
YEAR B
Title

Central Idea

This topic will introduce
children to rainforests
around the world. They
will learn what they are,
where they are, what
they contain and who
lives there.

Along the way they will
develop their skills by
creating reports, creating
their own rainforests, and
becoming David
Attenborough.

Archaeological skills and
vocabulary, help them to
create Ice Age art, as well
as through activities
researching and making
Stone Age homes.

Lines of
Enquiry/Subject
Focus

Music: musical and other
parts of the world
Use musical terminology
to explain how music can
represent different places
in the world.
Play musical instruments
‘musically’ to accompany
a piece of rainforest music
Compose soundscapes to
represent different
environments.
Learn about musical
structure using bridges.
Use voices creatively and
expressively to sing two
different songs with
accurate, timing, rhythm,
pitch and expression.
Teaching outcomes
To look at different
environments in and
around a rainforest and
explore how music can
expressively represent
this.
Develop singing skills- in
tune, in time, with
expression.
To develop composition
skills to represent different
water environments.
To explore musical
structures in composition
and analysis.
Children will
Use musical vocabulary to
explain how music can
expressively represent
different environments
around a rainforest
Sing in tune, in time and
with expression, two songs
that represent different
environments around a river.
Compose music to represent
different environments
around a rainforest.
Use musical structures and
ostinato to structure and

Music: Christmas
Sing Christmas songs written
for different people in
different times/places,
including songs from
countries with rainforestsSouth
America/African/Gospel, In
tune with expression.
Recognise how the musical
elements represent different
times, places and types of
audience.
Describe, compare and
evaluate different kinds of
music using an appropriate
musical vocabulary.
Suggest improvements to
their own and others work,
commenting on how
intentions have been
achieved.
Perform simple patterns and
accompaniments keeping to a
steady pulse, and with
awareness of how different
parts fit together.
Teaching Outcomes:
Learn to sing 3 contrasting
Christmas songs. Use
instruments to play simple
accompaniments, exploring
how parts fit together.
Compare and evaluate the
use of musical elements and
how they are being used to
represent different
people/times/places.
Children will:
Sing 3 contrasting Christmas
songs. Play at least one
accompaniment part on an
instrument, which will
require understanding of
how arts fit together.
Provide contrasting
evaluations on how the
musical elements have been
used to represent different
people/time/places in 3
Christmas songs.

Music: Stone Age rhythms
Identify and explore how
musical elements are
combined and can be used
expressively to represent
different types of Stone Age
objects.
Use rhythm symbols and
notation to represent and
play music. Recognise and
explore how the syllables in
different Stone Age objects
names sound rhythmically.
Improvise rhythms as part of
a group performance and
compose ostinatos within
musical structures, to
achieve an intended effect to
represent a Stone Age
objects.
Teaching outcomes
Learn how to use the musical
elements vocabulary to
describe, explain and
compare how music can be
used expressively to
represent different types of
Stone Age objectss.
Start learning rhythmic
values to write and play from
music.
Explore composition by using
ostinato and structure to
make music to represent a
Stone Age objects.
Children will
Describe, explain and
compare how the musical
elements are used to
represent different types of
Stone Age objectss.
Use rhythmic notes to play
from and write music.
Use ostinato, development
and structure to compose
original music which
represents a Stone Age
objects.

Music: recorders

Music and dance: preparing for a musical review

Use Stone Age objects rhythms Use voices and dance creatively and expressively to
to add pitch and create melody perform 3 different water based musical theatre
using instrument specific skills. songs with accurate, timing, rhythm, pitch and
expression.
To understand how music and movement can be
Learn the notes of the treble
combined expressively.
clef and the corresponding
To develop flexibility, strength, technique, control
fingering for recorder.
and balance.
To perform dance using a range of movement
Learn instrument specific skills
patterns.
to play an instrument
To learn about musical theatre and how British
“musically”
engineers made this form of creativity possible by
looking at early British musicals.
Perform significant parts from Exploring where musical theatre came from and
memory and from notation
discussing its journey from victorian times to present
with awareness of their own
day.
contribution to a piece of music Teaching Outcomes:
Learn how music and movement can be combined
Performing with expression.
expressively.
Develop singing skills
Develop physical and dance skills using a range of
Teaching outcomes
patterns.
Explore British musical theatre and how engineering has
Learn the notes (pitch and
shaped this from victorian times to today.
rhythm) of the treble clef and
Children will:
demonstrate understanding
Combine music and movement expressively
through accurate playing.
Sing 3 songs in time, in tune, and with expression
Dance with music using a range of patterns.
Development instrument
specific skills to play significant Explain how British engineering has shaped musical
theatre from victorian times to today.
parts from memory/notation
Perform 3 songs with dance for a musical review at the
with awareness of their own
end of term.
contribution to a piece of
music.
Learn to recognise written
expression markings.

Children will
Recognise the notes (pitch and
rhythm) of the treble clef and
demonstrate understanding
through accurate playing.
Show instrument specific skill
by play significant parts from
memory/notation with
awareness of their own

organise their compositional
ideas.

contribution to a piece of
music.

British Values

Immersion
Activities

To explore how a
To explore their own
traditional holiday has
British environment and
been creatively
to identify with different
celebrated in Britain and
people and their cultures.
in other cultures.

Make our own
greenhouses.

Visit to The Living
Rainforest.
.

Using ensemble work to
develop a sense of
community and
togetherness.

To explore the history of
British creativity and
culture.

The Oxfordshire MuseumLearn how to be an
archaeologist

Iron Age Tribal meeting
to discuss the impending
invasion of the Roman
Army.

To be conversant with
British creativity and
culture. Using ensemble
work to develop a sense
of community and
togetherness.

To be conversant with
British creativity and
culture. Using ensemble
work to develop a sense
of community and
togetherness.

Investigations day water and bridges.

The TempestShakespeare

Class

Yr 5/6

Year

Autumn 1

Autumn 2

Spring 1

Spring 2

Summer 1

Summer 2

2019–2020
YEAR C
2023-2024

A World of Difference

A World of Difference

Britain in Times Gone
By

Britain in Times Gone
By

Amazing
Achievements

Amazing
Achievements

Modern Europe- Brexit

Modern Europe- Brexit

Raids and Invasions
Romans

Raids and Invasions
Romans

Silverstone

Going for Gold Sports
Olympics

Children learn about the
Roman Empire and its
impact on Britain at the
time and the legacy it left
us.

Understand where in
Europe Rome is, and
how the Romans came
to extend their
influence and create
such a large and
influential empire.

2019–2020
YEAR C
Title

Central Idea

Understand the amazing
physical and human
geography of Modern
Europe. Travel around,
learn key facts and
explore the varied
countries that make up
our European continent.

Develop skills in human
and physical geography
and further their historical
and cultural knowledge of
these countries as well.

Find out about where
sporting tournaments
are taking place and
which countries will be
taking part. Research
and discuss the values
upheld by different
sporting organisations.

Learn about the history
of athletics and make a
timeline of key events,
research specific
aspects of athletic
history, use hot-seating
and role-play to learn
about the achievements
of Roger Bannister.

Lines of
Enquiry/Subject
Focus

Music: music in modern
Europe
Exploring the popular
music in modern Europe
and the differences
between British music
and other European
cultures.
Looking at the original of
popular music
Singing in close harmony
Introducing knowledge of
chords and harmony- 12
bar blues popular form
Playing simple parts of a
piece of popular music
from British culture
Teacher outcomes
Explore the features of
the music popular in
modern Europe
Learn skills in recognising
and forming chords
Learn skills in singing
harmony
Develop instrument
specific and ensemble
skills to play simple parts
form memory/notation
from a popular piece of
British music
Children will
Use musical vocabulary
to describe the features
of popular music in
modern Europe
Sing an exert of an
popular song in 3 part
harmony
Play a part of a popular
British song

Music: music and moviesGladiator
Explore musical devices,
Music: here come the
elements and structures
Music: Christmas
and how they are used to
Sing Christmas songs written Romans:
Explore musical rhythm
in and outside of Europe, In
compose music for filmstune with expression.
and lyrics in a Roman rap specifically looking at
Recognise how the musical
Compose music to
Gladiator.
elements represent different
accompany marching and Develop skills in
times, places and types of
Roman soldiers.
performing to sing and
audience.
Explore and evaluate
perform with expression,
Describe, compare and
evaluate Christmas music
music from Roman
following expression
from different parts of Europe culture, how it was used
markings and through
and the world.
and common musical
recognising the mood of
Suggest improvements to
devices that were used.
the music. This will be
their own and others work,
Teacher outcomes
done through 2 Roman
commenting on how
intentions have been
Combine rhythm and
based songs.
achieved.
lyrics to perform and
Using a storyboard pupils
Perform simple patterns and
compose
will compose in small
accompaniments keeping to a
Recognise and use pulse
groups to represent these
steady pulse, and with
and beat to compose
scenes.
awareness of how different
music
parts fit together.
Teacher outcomes
Teaching Outcomes:
Describe and evaluate
Use musical vocabulary to
Learn to sing 3 contrasting
music using music
describe, evaluate, and
Christmas songs. Use
terminology
compare music from
instruments to play simple
Children will
films- specifically
accompaniments, exploring
Use chanting and then rap Galdiator.
how parts fit together.
to explore the
Sing and perform with
Compare and evaluate the
relationship between
use of musical elements
expression and with
lyrics and rhythm
Children will:
awareness of how their
Sing 3 contrasting Christmas
Compose a piece of music own part contributes o
songs. Play at least one
with a strong sense of
the overall outcome
accompaniment part on an
rhythm and pulse which
Develop compositional
instrument, which will
can be marched to.
skills o develop melodic
require understanding of
Listen to a variety of
ideas expressively within
how arts fit together.
Roman inspired music and a structure.
Provide contrasting
use musical terminology
evaluations on how the
Children will
to evaluate it.
musical elements have been
Describe, evaluate and
used in 3 Christmas songs.
compare music from
different films,
commenting on musical
devices and structures.

Music and dance: Preparing a musical theatre
performance
To use singing and dancing to perform a part in a
musical theatre production based on amazing
achievements.
To understand how music and movement can be
combined expressively.
Use voices creatively and expressively to perform a
part in a musical based on amazing achievement
with accurate, timing, rhythm, pitch and expression.
To develop flexibility, strength, technique, control
and balance.
To perform dance using a range of movement
patterns.
To learn about musical theatre/music and
entertainment in earliest civilisation
Teaching Outcomes:
Learn how music and movement can be combined
expressively.
Develop singing skills
Develop physical and dance skills using a range of
patterns.
Explore how musical performance and theatre have been
used in the earliest civilisations.
Children will:
Combine music and movement expressively
Sing 3 songs in time, in tune, and with expression
Dance with music using a range of patterns.
Explain how British engineering has shaped musical
theatre from victorian times to today.
Perform a part in musical theatre production at the end
of term.

Sing and perform in tune,
in time, with accuracy and
expression.
Compose simple ideas
which can repeat and
develop within a structure
to represent scenes and
characters.

British Values

Immersion
Activities

Class

Yr 3/4

To identify with different
people and their cultures.

To identify with different
people and their cultures.

To be conversant with
British creativity and
culture. Using ensemble
work to develop a sense
of community and
togetherness.

Creation of a tour around
Europe without leaving
Farthinghoe.

Roman immersion dayfocus on our area

To carry out a play.
Boudicca- the untold
story.

Create our own
Silverstone.
World At Work event

To explore how a
traditional holiday has
To identify with different
been creatively
people and their cultures.
celebrated in Britain and
in other cultures.

Create a giant map of
Europe.

To be conversant with
British creativity and
culture. Using ensemble
work to develop a sense
of community and
togetherness.

Multi-Sports
workshop.

Year

Autumn 1

Autumn 2

Spring 1

Spring 2

Summer 1

Summer 2

2019–2020
YEAR C
2023-2024

A World of Difference

A World of Difference

Britain in Times Gone
By

Britain in Times Gone
By

Amazing
Achievements

Amazing
Achievements

Modern Europe- Brexit

Modern Europe- Brexit

Raids and Invasions
Romans

Raids and Invasions
Romans

Silverstone

Going for Gold Sports
Olympics

Children learn about the
Roman Empire and its
impact on Britain at the
time and the legacy it left
us.

Understand where in
Europe Rome is, and
how the Romans came
to extend their
influence and create
such a large and
influential empire.

2019–2020
YEAR C
Title

Central Idea

Understand the amazing
physical and human
geography of Modern
Europe. Travel around,
learn key facts and
explore the varied
countries that make up
our European continent.

Develop skills in human
and physical geography
and further their historical
and cultural knowledge of
these countries as well.

Find out about where
sporting tournaments
are taking place and
which countries will be
taking part. Research
and discuss the values
upheld by different
sporting organisations.

Learn about the history
of athletics and make a
timeline of key events,
research specific
aspects of athletic
history, use hot-seating
and role-play to learn
about the achievements
of Roger Bannister.

Lines of
Enquiry/Subject
Focus

Music and Metre in modern
European music
Use music from Europe to
explore different metres in
music.
Combining different
instrumental parts in
different metres
Look at the role of short
ostinatos and 3 note
patterns in modern
European music
Learn to sing and play a part
from Carillion
Use movement and dance to
identify a beat in Movement.
Extend to learn simple
marching dance steps to
explore metre and pulse.
Use movement to explore
pitch placement on a stave.
Perform from rhythmic
notation and layer parts
Teaching outcomes
Explore what a pulse is and
different types of metres
Learn how to play parts in
different metres
Explore the roll of 3 note
patterns in modern
European music
Identify a pulse, metre and
pitch when listening to
music through movement
Perform simple parts from
notation with awareness of
how their own part
contributes to the piece.
Children will
Recognise and be able to
explain different types of
metres and outline a pulse
Perform as ensemble to
layer parts in different
metres
Explain how 3 note patterns
are used in European
modern music

Music: Roman poems and
music
Use poems based on
Romans to explore lyrics,
syllables, rhythm and
Music: Christmas
Sing Christmas songs written expression.
in and outside of Europe, In
Use symbols to represent
tune with expression.
marching sounds from
Recognise how the musical
our poems
elements represent different
Use simple
times, places and types of
accompaniments to play
audience.
instruments with a
Describe, compare and
evaluate Christmas music
performance of our
from different parts of Europe poems
and the world.
Use call and response,
Suggest improvements to
body rhythms, and
their own and others work,
percussion instruments to
commenting on how
intentions have been
perform Roman poems
achieved.
Teaching outcomes
Perform simple patterns and
Explain how syllables and
accompaniments keeping to a
rhythm are combined
steady pulse, and with
Learn how music
awareness of how different
parts fit together.
elements can be use and
Teaching Outcomes:
combined expressively to
Learn to sing 3 contrasting
represent the marching
Christmas songs. Use
romans.
instruments to play simple
Develop individual
accompaniments, exploring
instrument skills, and
how parts fit together.
ensemble skills perform
Compare and evaluate the
use of musical elements
parts from notation and
Children will:
memory to layer and
Sing 3 contrasting Christmas
structure a group
songs. Play at least one
performance
accompaniment part on an
Children will
instrument, which will
Explore how syllables and
require understanding of
rhythms are combined in
how arts fit together.
music
Provide contrasting
evaluations on how the
Describe and evaluate
musical elements have been
how music elements can
used in 3 Christmas songs.
be use and combined
expressively to marching
romans.
Perform simple parts
from memory and

Music: How invaders bought
new culture
Look at the explorers who
discovered other parts of the
world and bought back new
cultures and music.
Look at how the Dutch
colonised Indonesia and what
happened to the music there.
Compare this to the invasion
of the Romans.
Learn about the cultural
aspects of Gamelan music
Explore how music is used
differently in different
cultures
Develop knowledge of
melody, scale, pitch and
phrases
Play and compose pieces of
Gamelan music
Teaching outcomes
Describe and compare music
from different cultures
Learn about the importance
of exploring music from
different cultures and places.
Recognise pitch in listening
and by using symbols
Recognise and use musical
devices such as phrases,
scales, ostinatos and texture.
Compose melodic phrases
using musical devices such as
a scale.
Children will
Learn about music from
different cultures and
compare them during
listening
earn about the importance of
exploring music from
different cultures and places.
Identify movement in pitch
through listening and
performing pitched melodies
through playing simple
phrases from written music.

Music and dance: Preparing a musical theatre
performance
To use singing and dancing to perform a part in a
musical theatre production based on amazing
achievements.
To understand how music and movement can be
combined expressively.
Use voices creatively and expressively to perform a
part in a musical based on amazing achievement
with accurate, timing, rhythm, pitch and expression.
To develop flexibility, strength, technique, control
and balance.
To perform dance using a range of movement
patterns.
To learn about musical theatre/music and
entertainment in earliest civilisation
Teaching Outcomes:
Learn how music and movement can be combined
expressively.
Develop singing skills
Develop physical and dance skills using a range of
patterns.
Explore how musical performance and theatre have been
used in the earliest civilisations.
Children will:
Combine music and movement expressively
Sing 3 songs in time, in tune, and with expression
Dance with music using a range of patterns.
Explain how British engineering has shaped musical
theatre from victorian times to today.
Perform a part in musical theatre production at the end
of term.

Use marching and simple
step movements to move in
time with a piece of music.
Use hand movements to
track the movement of pitch
in music.
Perform simple parts from
rhythmic notation as part of
a group performance.

notation as part of a
group performance

Use their knowledge of
musical devices to compose
their own gamelan music.

British Values

Immersion
Activities

To explore how a
traditional holiday has
To identify with different
been creatively
people and their cultures.
celebrated in Britain and
in other cultures.

Create a giant map of
Europe.

Creation of a tour around
Europe without leaving
Farthinghoe.

To identify with different
people and their cultures.

To identify with different
people and their cultures.

To be conversant with
British creativity and
culture. Using ensemble
work to develop a sense
of community and
togetherness.

Roman immersion dayfocus on our area

To carry out a play.
Boudicca- the untold
story.

Create our own
Silverstone.
World At Work event

To be conversant with
British creativity and
culture. Using ensemble
work to develop a sense
of community and
togetherness.

Multi-Sports
workshop.

Class

Yr 5/6

Year

Autumn 1

Autumn 2

Spring 1

Spring 2

Summer 1

Summer 2

2020–2021
YEAR D

Our Wonderful World

Our Wonderful World

History Detectives

History Detectives

Global Design

Global Design

2020–2021
YEAR D

Mountains, Rivers and
Coasts

Comparing People and
Places

Dinosaurs and Fossils

Stone Age objectss and
Fossils

British design from
1066 to the present
day

Victorian Design and
Technology

Central Idea

What mountains, rivers
and coasts actually are,
some of the forces that
help create and shape
these important features,
and the effects they have
on the world around
them.

Investigate key changes
in materials and
manufacturing
processes and gain an
understanding of this
aspect of social history
in Britain.

Study Victorian design
focussing particularly on
Industry.

Climates, human
interactions, and lifestyles
shaped by the mountains,
rivers and coasts of the
world.

Learn about the creatures
that inhabited the Earth
and study the main
epochs of fossils.
Investigate famous 18th
Century palaeontologists
Mary Anning and William
Buckland.

Explore fossil footprints
and fossils humans, ice
age creatures and their
fossils. Learn about
Darwin and the story of
evolution.

Lines of
Enquiry/Subject
Focus

Music: changing
environment.
Use musical terminology
to explain how music can
change to represent a
different environment,
comparing our one
environment to one with
mountains sea, and
volcanos.
Show understanding of a
range of metres by being
able to identify the
downbeat and lead an
ensemble by conducting.
Use musical terminology
to explain how metre is
used to compose rhythms,
lyrics and ostinos.
Use voices creatively and
expressively to sing two
different songs with
accurate, timing, rhythm,
pitch and expression.
Play musical instruments
‘musically’ to accompany a
piece of music
Compose lyrics to fit with a
set metre/
Teaching outcomes
To look at our own
environment and how our
location impacted people
in the past and changed
our present i.e. Banbury
canal and industrial
revolution, then use this to
compose lyrics and sing a
song about our own
environment and
community. To sing a
song about a different
environment- coast and
mountains/volcanos,
discussing the contrast
and how to implement
appropriate and
contrasting expression.
Children will
Explore our own
environment and how our
location impacted people in

Music: Christmas
Sing Christmas songs written
for different people in
different times/places, In tune
with expression.
Recognise how the musical
elements represent different
times, places and types of
audience.
Describe, compare and
evaluate different kinds of
music using an appropriate
musical vocabulary.
Suggest improvements to
their own and others work,
commenting on how
intentions have been
achieved.
Perform simple patterns and
accompaniments keeping to a
steady pulse, and with
awareness of how different
parts fit together.
Teaching Outcomes:
Learn to sing 3 contrasting
Christmas songs. Use
instruments to play simple
accompaniments, exploring
how parts fit together.
Compare and evaluate the
use of musical elements and
how they are being used to
represent different
people/times/places.
Children will:
Sing 3 contrasting Christmas
songs. Play at least one
accompaniment part on an
instrument, which will
require understanding of
how arts fit together.
Provide contrasting
evaluations on how the
musical elements have been
used to represent different
people/time/places in 3
Christmas songs.

Music: Dinsoaur rhythms
Identify and explore how
musical elements are
combined and can be used
expressively to represent
different types of dinosaur
and follow a story.
Use symbols and notation to
represent and play music.
Recognise and explore how
music can follow a dinosaur
story.
Improvise melodic/rhythmic
phrases as part of a group
performance and compose
by developing ideas within
musical structures, to achieve
an intended effect to
represent a dinosaur
Teaching outcomes
Learn how to use the musical
elements vocabulary to
describe, explain and
compare how music can be
used expressively to
represent different types of
dinosaurs and follow a Stone
Age objects story.
Start learning notes in the
treble clef to write and play
music.
Explore composition by using
ostinato and structure to
make music to represent a
dinosaur story.
Children will
Describe, explain and
compare how the musical
elements are used to
represent different types of
Dinosaur.
Use the notes in the treble
clef to play from and write
music.
Use ostinato, development
and structure to compose
original music which
represents a dinosaur

Music: recorders

Use dinosaur rhythms to add
pitch and create melody, using
specific instrument skills.

Music and dance: preparing for a musical review

To use dance and singing to perform 3 musical
theatre songs based on design.
To understand how music and movement can be
combined expressively.
Use voices creatively and expressively to sing 3
Learn the notes of the treble
different songs with accurate, timing, rhythm, pitch
clef and the corresponding
and expression.
fingering for recorder.
To develop flexibility, strength, technique, control
and balance.
Learn instrument specific skills
To perform dance using a range of movement
to play an instrument
patterns.
“musically”
To learn about musical theatre and how British
engineers made this form of creativity possible by
Perform significant parts from looking at early British musicals.
memory and from notation
Exploring where musical theatre came from and
with awareness of their own
discussing its journey from victorian times to present
contribution to a piece of music day.
Teaching Outcomes:
Learn how music and movement can be combined
Performing with expression.
expressively.
Develop singing skills
Teaching outcomes
Develop physical and dance skills using a range of
patterns.
Learn the notes (pitch and
Explore British musical theatre and how engineering has
rhythm) of the treble clef and
shaped this from victorian times to today.
demonstrate understanding
Children will:
through accurate playing.
Combine music and movement expressively
Sing 3 songs in time, in tune, and with expression
Development instrument
specific skills to play significant Dance with music using a range of patterns.
Explain how British engineering has shaped musical
parts from memory/notation
theatre from victorian times to today.
with awareness of their own
Perform 3 songs with dance for a musical review at the
contribution to a piece of
end of term.
music.
Learn to recognise written
expression markings.

Children will
Recognise the notes (pitch and
rhythm) of the treble clef and
demonstrate understanding
through accurate playing.
Show instrument specific skill
by play significant parts from
memory/notation with
awareness of their own

the past and our present.
Use this to compose and sing
their own lyrics to fit within a
song about Farthinghoe.
Sing the song Lava, exploring
the different type of
environemtna nd
discussing/implementing the
contrasting expression
needed here.

contribution to a piece of
music.

Yr 3/4

To be conversant with
British creativity and
culture. Using ensemble
work to develop a sense
of community and
togetherness.

Create our own museum
within the school.

Visit to The Design
Museum in London.

Creation of our own
design museum, using
local designers as well
as our own projects.

Using ensemble work to
develop a sense of
community and
togetherness.

Immersion
Activities

Visit to River and Rowing
Museum in Henley.

Did the Dinosaurs visit
Farthinghoe?

Year

Autumn 1

Autumn 2

Spring 1

Spring 2

Summer 1

Summer 2

2020–2021
YEAR D

Our Wonderful World

Our Wonderful World

History Detectives

History Detectives

Global Design

Global Design

2020–2021
YEAR D

Mountains, Rivers and
Coasts

Comparing People and
Places

Dinosaurs and Fossils

Dinosaurs and Fossils

British design from
1066 to the present
day

Victorian Design and
Technology

Central Idea

What mountains, rivers
and coasts actually are,
some of the forces that
help create and shape
these important features,
and the effects they have
on the world around
them.

Investigate key changes
in materials and
manufacturing
processes and gain an
understanding of this
aspect of social history
in Britain.

Study Victorian design
focussing particularly on
Industry.

British Values

Class

To explore the history of
British creativity and
culture.

To be conversant with
British creativity and
culture. Using ensemble
work to develop a sense
of community and
togetherness.

To explore how a
To explore their own
traditional holiday has
British environment and
been creatively
to identify with different
celebrated in Britain and
people and their cultures.
in other cultures.

A trip on the canal.

Climates, human
interactions, and lifestyles
shaped by the mountains,
rivers and coasts of the
world.

Learn about the creatures
that inhabited the Earth
and study the main
epochs of fossils.
Investigate famous 18th
Century palaeontologists
Mary Anning and William
Buckland.

Explore fossil footprints
and fossils humans, ice
age creatures and their
fossils. Learn about
Darwin and the story of
evolution.

Lines of
Enquiry/Subject
Focus

Music: musical bridges
Use musical terminology
to explain how music can
change to represent rivers
and water.
Learn about musical
structure using bridges.
Use voices creatively and
expressively to sing two
different songs with
accurate, timing, rhythm,
pitch and expression.
Play musical instruments
‘musically’ to accompany a
piece of music
Compose soundscapes to
represent different
environments.
Teaching outcomes
To look at different
environments in and
around a river and explore
how music can
expressively represent
this.
Develop singing skills- in
tune, in time, with
expression.
To develop composition
skills to represent different
water environments
To explore musical
structures in composition
and analysis.
Children will
Use musical vocabulary to
explain how music can
expressively represent
different environments
around a river.
Sing in tune, in time and with
expression, two songs that
represent different
environments around a river.
Compose music to represent
different environments
around a river.
Use musical structures and
ostinato to structure and
organise their compositional
ideas.

Music: Christmas
Sing Christmas songs written
for different people in
different times/places, In tune
with expression.
Recognise how the musical
elements represent different
times, places and types of
audience.
Describe, compare and
evaluate different kinds of
music using an appropriate
musical vocabulary.
Suggest improvements to
their own and others work,
commenting on how
intentions have been
achieved.
Perform simple patterns and
accompaniments keeping to a
steady pulse, and with
awareness of how different
parts fit together.
Teaching Outcomes:
Learn to sing 3 contrasting
Christmas songs. Use
instruments to play simple
accompaniments, exploring
how parts fit together.
Compare and evaluate the
use of musical elements and
how they are being used to
represent different
people/times/places.
Children will:
Sing 3 contrasting Christmas
songs. Play at least one
accompaniment part on an
instrument, which will
require understanding of
how arts fit together.
Provide contrasting
evaluations on how the
musical elements have been
used to represent different
people/time/places in 3
Christmas songs.

Music: Dinosaur rhythms
Identify and explore how
musical elements are
combined and can be used
expressively to represent
different types of Dinosaurs.
Use rhythm symbols and
notation to represent and
play music. Recognise and
explore how the syllables in
different dinosaur names
sound rhythmically.
Improvise rhythms as part of
a group performance and
compose ostinatos within
musical structures, to achieve
an intended effect to
represent a dinosaur.
Teaching outcomes
Learn how to use the musical
elements vocabulary to
describe, explain and
compare how music can be
used expressively to
represent different types of
Dinosaurs
Start learning rhythmic
values to write and play from
music.
Explore composition by using
ostinato and structure to
make music to represent a
Dinosaur.
Children will
Describe, explain and
compare how the musical
elements are used to
represent different types of
Dinosaurs
Use rhythmic notes to play
from and write music.
Use ostinato, development
and structure to compose
original music which
represents a dinosaur.

Music: recorders

Use dinosaur rhythms to add
pitch and create melody, using
specific instrument skills.

Music and dance: preparing for a musical review

To use dance and singing to perform 3 musical
theatre songs based on design.
To understand how music and movement can be
combined expressively.
Use voices creatively and expressively to sing 3
Learn the notes of the treble
different songs with accurate, timing, rhythm, pitch
clef and the corresponding
and expression.
fingering for recorder.
To develop flexibility, strength, technique, control
and balance.
Learn instrument specific skills
To perform dance using a range of movement
to play an instrument
patterns.
“musically”
To learn about musical theatre and how British
engineers made this form of creativity possible by
Perform significant parts from looking at early British musicals.
memory and from notation
Exploring where musical theatre came from and
with awareness of their own
discussing its journey from victorian times to present
contribution to a piece of music day.
Teaching Outcomes:
Learn how music and movement can be combined
Performing with expression.
expressively.
Develop singing skills
Teaching outcomes
Develop physical and dance skills using a range of
patterns.
Learn the notes (pitch and
Explore British musical theatre and how engineering has
rhythm) of the treble clef and
shaped this from victorian times to today.
demonstrate understanding
Children will:
through accurate playing.
Combine music and movement expressively
Sing 3 songs in time, in tune, and with expression
Development instrument
specific skills to play significant Dance with music using a range of patterns.
Explain how British engineering has shaped musical
parts from memory/notation
theatre from victorian times to today.
with awareness of their own
Perform 3 songs with dance for a musical review at the
contribution to a piece of
end of term.
music.
Learn to recognise written
expression markings.

Children will
Recognise the notes (pitch and
rhythm) of the treble clef and
demonstrate understanding
through accurate playing.
Show instrument specific skill
by play significant parts from
memory/notation with
awareness of their own

contribution to a piece of
music.

British Values

Immersion
Activities

To explore how a
To explore their own
traditional holiday has
British environment and
been creatively
to identify with different
celebrated in Britain and
people and their cultures.
in other cultures.

Using ensemble work to
develop a sense of
community and
togetherness.

Visit to River and Rowing
Museum in Henley.

Did the Dinosaurs visit
Farthinghoe?

A trip on the canal.

To explore the history of
British creativity and
culture.

To be conversant with
British creativity and
culture. Using ensemble
work to develop a sense
of community and
togetherness.

To be conversant with
British creativity and
culture. Using ensemble
work to develop a sense
of community and
togetherness.

Create our own museum
within the school.

Visit to The Design
Museum in London.

Creation of our own
design museum, using
local designers as well
as our own projects.

